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SUMMARY

In budding yeast, a mother cell can produce a finite
number of daughter cells before it stops dividing
and dies. Such entry into senescence is thought to
result from a progressive decline in physiological
function, including a loss ofmitochondrial membrane
potential (DJ). Here, we developed a microfluidic
device to monitor the dynamics of cell division and
DJ in real time at single-cell resolution. We show
that cells do not enter senescence gradually but
rather undergo an abrupt transition to a slowly
dividing state. Moreover, we demonstrate that the
decline in DJ, which is observed only in a fraction
of cells, is not responsible for entry into senescence.
Rather, the loss of DJ is an age-independent and
heritable process that leads to clonal senescence
and is therefore incompatible with daughter cell reju-
venation. These results emphasize the importance of
quantitative single-cell measurements to decipher
the causes of cellular aging.
INTRODUCTION

Budding yeast cells divide asymmetrically, with each mother cell

producing a limited number (�25) of smaller daughter cells

before it enters senescence and eventually dies (Mortimer and

Johnston, 1959). Remarkably, daughters of aged mother cells

recover a full replicative lifespan (RLS; total number of cell divi-

sions), which implies that a rejuvenation mechanism exists to

avert clonal senescence (Kennedy et al., 1994). Although a large

number of mutations are known to modulate RLS, the precise

causes of senescence and rejuvenation, and thus their heritabil-

ity, are poorly understood.

Several theories of replicative senescence based on the reten-

tion of potentially deleterious cellular components by mother

cells have beenproposed. Agingmothers accumulate extrachro-

mosomal ribosomal DNA circles (ERCs) in their nucleoli, which
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are thought to interfere with the regulation of gene expression

(Sinclair andGuarente, 1997). However, themechanismbywhich

ERCs are asymmetrically segregated is still under debate

(Shcheprova et al., 2008; Gehlen et al., 2011; Khmelinskii et al.,

2011), and it is not clear how ERCs are toxic to mother cells.

Carbonylated proteins have also been shown to accumulate in

aging cells and formaggregates that are asymmetrically inherited

by the mother cells upon division (Aguilaniu et al., 2003; Erjavec

et al., 2007), but direct evidence that carbonylatedproteins cause

replicative senescence is still missing. In addition, the putative

mechanism of aggregates retention by mothers is still controver-

sial (Zhou et al., 2011; Spokoini et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010).

A third model proposes that aging is tightly associated with

mitochondrial dysfunction in yeast (Guarente, 2008) and in

higher eukaryotes (Wallace, 2005; Houtkooper et al., 2013).

Various events have been linked to the age-dependent loss of

mitochondrial function, including changes in the maintenance

of mtDNA integrity, mitochondrial dynamics and recycling, and

the production of reactive oxygen species (Seo et al., 2010). In

yeast, for instance, it was shown that a reduction in mitochon-

drial fission increases longevity (Scheckhuber et al., 2007).

Recent studies also showed that damaged oxidized mitochon-

dria are preferentially retained by mother cells, suggesting a

role for these organelles in daughter cell rejuvenation (McFa-

line-Figueroa et al., 2011).

A decline in mitochondrial membrane potential (DJ), which is

required for respiration competence, has also been associated

with age-dependent mitochondrial dysfunction (Lai et al.,

2002). More recently, Veatch et al. (2009) showed that the vast

majority of old mother cells generate petite daughters, which

are slow-growing cells with a respiration defect due to mutations

or the complete loss of mtDNA. The authors suggested that an

age-dependent loss in DJ in mothers leads to a progressive

decline in growth rate and ultimately triggers genomic instability

via a defect in the biogenesis of iron-sulfur-cluster-containing

proteins, whichmay be directly involved in genomemaintenance

(Veatch et al., 2009). Further work proposed that the loss of DJ

results from an early (up to the fourth cell division) loss of

vacuolar acidity (Hughes and Gottschling, 2012), which hampers

pH-dependent transport of neutral amino acids and disrupts DJ
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Figure 1. Principle of the Microfluidic Device and Tracking of Mother Cells

(A) Image of the CLiC microfluidic device.

(B) Sequence of phase contrast images taken at the indicated time points over the cell lifespan. The green contours highlight the cell of interest, and the green

numbers indicate the replicative age. The scale bar represents 4 mm.

(C) Graphical representation of the lifespan of the cell shown in (B). The green vertical lines indicate the times at which budding occurred.

(D) Survival probability curves of cells growing in the microfluidic device (Kaplan-Meier estimator with [red curve] or without [magenta curve] censored events) or

cells analyzed in a standard microdissection experiment (green curve).

See also Figures S1–S4 and Movie S1.
by an unknown mechanism. Interestingly, vacuole acidity is

restored in young daughter cells (Hughes and Gottschling,

2012), providing an attractive potential connection between

loss of DJ, entry into senescence, and daughter rejuvenation.

One of the major barriers to understanding the mechanisms

that drive cells into senescence is the difficulty in tracking the

fate of single aging cells in real time. For instance, the most com-

mon method of measuring RLS, physical microdissection of

cells, provides no information on cell physiology and is not suit-

able for monitoring molecular markers in aging cells. Cell sorting

(Kennedy et al., 1994; Aguilaniu et al., 2003; Unal et al., 2011) and

‘‘mother enrichment’’ techniques (Lindstrom and Gottschling,

2009; Afonso et al., 2010) have been used successfully to

examine the physiology of aging cells (Hughes and Gottschling,

2012). However, these techniques provide static snapshots of a

cell population that may mask the complex dynamic behavior of

individual cells. Very recently, several biophysical strategies

have been developed that reveal the potential of microfluidics

technology for aging studies in bacteria (Wang et al., 2010) and

yeast (Lee et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012).

Here, we report the development of a microfluidic device

and quantitative image analysis platform that allowsmicroscopic

monitoring of successive divisions of single cells over their entire

lifespan with high temporal resolution. Combining this technique

with a computational approach, we revisit and challenge two

important concepts established in recent yeast-aging studies.

First, in contrast to the notion that cells undergo a progressive

decline in proliferation, we show that cellular senescence follows

a very abrupt transition to a slow growth regime, which we

named the senescence entry point (SEP). Second, we demon-

strate that the SEP is unrelated to a loss of DJ and/or to the

formation of petite cells. Indeed, we show that the decline in

DJ observed in some cells is an age-independent process

that leads to clonal senescence and is thus incompatible with

daughter cell rejuvenation. Finally, we report a phenomenon of
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cell-cycle-dependent oscillations in mitochondrial fusion and

fission that may play a role in the mother/daughter segregation

of mitochondria, as suggested by a previous study (McFaline-

Figueroa et al., 2011).

RESULTS

A Device for Tracking Cell Fate from Birth to Death
One of the limitations inherent to classical aging studies in yeast

is the inability to track cells in real time over their lifespan. To

overcome this, we developed a custom microfluidic device

that allows microscopic visualization of successive divisions of

single yeast cells from birth to death. The device was designed

to monitor a single mother cell loaded into a cavity and is there-

fore termed CLiC. Cells in exponential growth phase are loaded

into an array of ‘‘trapping areas’’ (length 3 width 3 height, 90 3

40 3 3.3 mm; Figures 1A and S1A) and allowed to proliferate for

the duration of the experiment (typically 120 hr). The trapping

areas are connected to supply channels that ensure continuous

media replenishment and allow excess cells to be flushed out of

the device.

Cell proliferation within the trapping area leads to colonization

of the small cavities (6 mm wide) by a few cells (Figure S1B). Due

to the axial budding pattern of haploid cells, a cell that reaches

the enclosed tip of the cavity (referred to as a CLiC cell) tends

to bud toward the cavity exit (Figures S1C and S1D), allowing

successive divisions to be monitored over time (Figure 1B and

Movie S1). However, it is possible that the CLiC cell could

eventually leave the cavity due to occasional polarity switches

and random cell rotation. Despite this limitation, we found the

probability of losing a cell during its lifespan was <35%, which

outperforms a previous microfluidic device that reported

50% cell loss within the first 10 hr and more than 70% in total

(Lee et al., 2012). Up to 60 cavities in the CLiC device can be

imaged (phase contrast and fluorescence) in parallel during the
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time-lapse interval of 10 min. Thus, by monitoring the budding

events of individual CLiC cells, we are able to follow the

dynamics of division (Figure 1C) and determine the RLS of

each cell.

Using this methodology, we observed a reproducible median

RLS of 32.4 ± 1.4 generations for the BY4741 strain in synthetic

complete dextrose (SCD) medium (based on Kaplan-Meier esti-

mator; n = 191 cells; Figure 1D). This value was not significantly

different (log rank test; p = 0.3) from the RLS obtained using a

standard microdissection technique (31.5 ± 1; n = 63; Figure 1D)

but was slightly higher than RLS values reported for earlier

versions of microfluidic devices (21 divisions in SCD [Lee et al.,

2012] and <20 in yeast extract peptone dextrose [YPD] [Xie

et al., 2012]). The Kaplan-Meier estimator used to measure the

RLS allows one to take into account cells that leave the trapping

area before death (such events are known as ‘‘right-censored’’ in

standard survival analysis). Therefore, this method provides an

unbiased estimation of themean RLS in themicrofluidics device,

which can be compared to microdissection experiments. For the

remainder of the study, however, only cells dying within the trap-

ping area were included in the analyses, for which the median

RLS was 25.3 ± 1 (n = 125; Figure 1D).

Although the similarity of the results obtained with the micro-

dissection and microfluidics methodologies suggested that the

CLiC device did not affect cell survival, CLiC cells at the tip of

the cavity are relatively confined. Therefore, we measured the

kinetics of medium diffusion/convection through a trapping

area fully loaded with cells and verified that the medium flow

was indeed sufficient to ensure adequate nutrient supply to the

cavity tips (Figure S2; Supplemental Information). In addition,

the mean division time of young mother cells in the CLiC device

(Tdiv = 78.3 ± 0.5 min) was similar to that in other microfluidic

devices (Charvin et al., 2008).

The Senescence Entry Point Marks the Sharp Transition
to a Slowly Replicating State
Early studies used standard microdissection techniques to

investigate the RLS of individual yeast cells (Egilmez and Jazwin-

ski, 1989; Kennedy et al., 1994; Bitterman et al., 2003) and

showed that the average division time increased with generation

number. This key observation suggested that mother cells

undergo a progressive age-associated decline in cellular func-

tion and eventually reach a state of replicative senescence.

To investigate the dynamics of cell division in aging yeast cells,

we measured the division times of individual CLiC cells (using

custom MATLAB software phyloCell; Supplemental Informa-

tion). Analysis of division frequency as a function of generation

number unexpectedly revealed that most cells underwent a

sharp transition from a fast to a rapidly declining division rate

(Figure 2A). We developed a routine to analyze the dynamics of

division of individual cells and align all the traces to the point of

entry into the slow division mode, which allowed us to separate

the lifespan into healthy and senescent phases and to cluster the

data according to the number of generations after entry into

senescence (Figure 2B). When the division times of the aligned

trajectories were averaged, we calculated that the cells transi-

tioned from Tdiv = 78.3 ± 0.5 min (n = 1,172) to Tdiv = 238 ±

11 min (n = 188) in less than three divisions (Figures 2C and
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S3).We termed this abrupt transition the senescence entry point,

or SEP.

These results are in striking contrast to the classical view that

cellular aging is associated with a gradual decrease in replicative

potential. The switch-like transition would not have been de-

tected in studies in which division times were quantified by

averaging the cell trajectories from birth (Kennedy et al., 1994),

which results in pooling of the division events of short- and

long-lived cells (Figures S4A and S4B). Recent work attempted

to eliminate this artifact by synchronizing cell trajectories from

death (Lee et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Figures S4C and S4D).

However, when we synchronized our data from birth, death,

and SEP (Figure S4), the coefficients of variation (CV) of the

division timings indicated that our in silico synchronization

procedure more successfully limited intersample variability and

therefore provided a more appropriate way to group the individ-

ual trajectories (see Figures S4E and F). Last, we also observed

an abrupt transition to senescence using the microdissection

assay, in which dissection timing records allowed us to estimate

cell-cycle durations (see Figures S4G and S4H).

Strikingly, the two distinct physiological phases followed

different statistics. Before the SEP, cells underwent an average

of 19.2 ± 1.0 generations (CV = 0.42) according to a roughly

Gaussian distribution (Figure 2D); in contrast, the number of

generations in the post-SEP senescent state (mean 5.4 ± 0.6

generations; CV=0.92) was exponentially distributed (Figure 2E).

The number of cell divisions in the healthy and senescent phases

of the lifespan did not correlate (correlation coefficient <0.1; data

not shown), emphasizing the clear demarcation of the physiolog-

ical states. Finally, the large increase in the CV of division times

before and after the SEP (<0.2 and >0.6, respectively; Figure 2C)

suggests that loss of control of the cell cycle is an important

hallmark of the onset of senescence.

The SEP Is Not Linked to a Decline in DJ

Veatch et al. (2009) recently proposed that aging mother cells,

which eventually produce petite daughters, undergo amitochon-

drial crisis leading to growth defects and increased genomic

instability. This model was further supported by direct evidence

that aging mothers experience a decline in mitochondrial

membrane potential (Hughes and Gottschling, 2012). We there-

fore reasoned that the SEP and consequent growth slowdown

observed here should fit this model of senescence-associated

mitochondrial dysfunction.

To test this, we used a strain carrying two fluorescent

mitochondrial markers, Tom70-GFP (green) and preCox4-

mCherry (red), developed by Veatch et al. (2009), for real-time

monitoring of the onset of mitochondrial dysfunction in aging

mothers. Tom70 is a component of the nuclear-encoded protein

import complex located at the outer mitochondrial membrane

and thus serves as a mitochondrial marker, whereas preCox4

is the inner mitochondrial membrane targeting presequence of

Cox4. Cox4 is a protein that requires DJ for mitochondrial

import. It was shown previously that the decrease in preCox4-

mCherry mitochondrial localization coincides with a decline in

the DJ�dependent DiOC6 mitochondrial staining in ethidium-

bromide-treated cells (Veatch et al., 2009) as well as in aging

cells (Hughes and Gottschling, 2012). We confirmed that the
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Figure 2. Yeast Cells Undergo a Sharp Transition to Senescence
(A) Frequency of cell division as a function of generation number for four representative cells (colored points). The black dashed line is the best fit to a piecewise

function that assumes a constant division rate before senescence, a decay regime upon entry into senescence, and a constant division rate in the senescent

state. All traces are synchronized to the senescence entry point (SEP).

(B) Clustered display of cell division trajectories resulting from the synchronization based on division frequency (as described in [A]). Each horizontal line (n = 61)

represents a single mother cell, and each segment corresponds to one cell division. The lines are clustered vertically according to the duration of post-SEP

survival from short (top) to long (bottom). Color coding represents cell-cycle duration.

(C) Mean cell-cycle duration (blue curve) and CV (red curve) for the data shown in (B).

(D and E) Distribution of number of generations undergone by mother cells before (D) and after (E) the SEP (n = 61).
level of preCox4-mCherry mitochondrial fluorescence was

tightly correlated to the DiOC6 signal in a population of ex-

ponentially growing cells (Figure S5). Therefore, this fluorescent

marker serves as a relevant proxy for DJ. We used our custom

software phyloCell to delineate the contours of mitochondrial

structures using the Tom70-GFP signal (Figures 3A and 3B)

and then quantified the mean mitochondrial fluorescence levels

of Tom70-GFP and preCox4-mCherry in individual cells (Figures

3C and 3D).

Strikingly, we observed that, in some cells, the preCox4-

mCherry fluorescence within the mitochondria eventually

vanished (Figures 3A and 3C) but in other cells was maintained

at consistently high levels throughout their lifespan (Figures 3B

and 3D; see also Figure S6 andMovie S3). The loss of mitochon-

drial preCox4-mCherry fluorescence was consistent with exper-

iments in which cells were treated with ethidium bromide to

induce mtDNA mutation (Figure S7), as described previously

(Veatch et al., 2009). We used a piecewise linear model (Fig-

ure 3C) to quantify the decline in mitochondrial fluorescence,

which clearly distinguished between the subpopulations of cells

that did and did not undergo a loss of DJ over their lifespan

(referred to as DJ� and DJ+, respectively). The fraction of

DJ� and DJ+ cells was 30% ± 10% and 58% ± 10%, respec-

tively (n = 77; Figure 3E). In the remaining 12% of cells, we were
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unable to clearly interpret the evolution of the preCox4-mCherry

signal.

Analysis of the mean mitochondrial fluorescence at cell birth,

SEP, and death indicated that the loss of DJ had already

occurred in DJ� cells by the SEP (Figure 3F). Indeed, averaging

all of the DJ� cell data to precisely time and order the events

demonstrated that the decline in DJ began at 5.6 ± 1.3 hr after

cell birth and reached baseline 10.1 ± 0.9 hr later (Figure 3G).

Intriguingly, the SEP occurred only 3 ± 1.9 hr after DJ had

reached zero, strongly suggesting a causal link between these

two events. The timing of these events is compatible with the

typical 15 hr decay in growth rate observed in ethidium-bro-

mide-treated young cells (Veatch et al., 2009).

Overall, the behavior of DJ� cells appeared to be in good

agreement, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with the find-

ings of Veatch et al. However, we observed that the SEP

occurred even in cells that did not display a decline in DJ

(Figure 3D), arguing against a role for DJ in the transition to

senescence. To further examine the differences between DJ+

and DJ� cells, we measured the time from SEP to death and

from birth to SEP in the two populations. The post-SEP survival

time for DJ� cells was much longer than that of the DJ+ cells

(36.8 ± 4 hr versus 19.3 ± 3 hr, respectively; p = 10�5; Figures

3H and S8), which suggested that the DJ� cells were in a
hors



Figure 3. Decline in Mitochondrial Membrane Potential in Individual Mother Cells

(A and B) Time-lapse sequence of phase contrast and fluorescence (Tom70-GFP and preCox4-mCherry) images showing the successive divisions of individual

cells with (A) and without (B) a decline in mitochondrial membrane potential. The white and yellow lines indicate the cell andmitochondrial contours, respectively.

The scale bar represents 4 mm.

(C and D) Quantification of mitochondrial markers over time for the cells displayed in (A) and (B), respectively. Vertical dashed lines indicate budding events, and

solid vertical lines indicate the SEP and cell death. The preCox4-mCherry signal was fitted to a piecewise model to quantify the change in mitochondrial

membrane potential. Vertical orange and blue lines in (C) indicate the onset and end of fluorescence decay, respectively. DJ� and DJ+ indicate cells in which a

decline in mitochondrial preCox4-mCherry fluorescence was or was not detected, respectively. a.u., arbitrary units.

(E) Fraction of aging mother cells with or without a decline in mitochondrial function (n = 77).

(F) Average level of Tom70-GFP and preCox4-mCherry fluorescence in a population of cells at cell birth, SEP, and death. Measurements are normalized to the

levels at cell birth.

(G) Representative trajectory of an individual cell illustrating the typical order of events in the lifespan of DJ� cells (top, cell-cycle duration; middle, Tom70-GFP

level; bottom, preCox4-mCherry level). The average duration between the indicated events are shown at the bottom and are the mean ± SE of all DJ� cells

processed in this analysis (n = 23).

(H–J) Cumulative probability histograms of interval duration from SEP to death (H), birth to death (I), and birth to SEP (J). The numbers indicate the median time

associated with the distribution for DJ� (blue lines) and DJ+ (red lines).
physiological state that conferred metabolic longevity, probably

linked to the loss of respiration. In keeping with this, DJ� cells

also had longer overall lifespans than DJ+ cells (53 ± 4 hr versus

41 ± 2 hr; p = 0.013; Figure 3I). Interestingly, there was no sig-

nificant difference in the RLS of DJ� and DJ+ cells (p = 0.3;

Figure S9), in agreement with previous findings (Kaeberlein and

Kennedy, 2005; Heeren et al., 2009). The SEP occurred slightly

yet significantly earlier in DJ� cells than in DJ+ cells (19.2 ±

1.5 hr versus 21.7 ± 1.6 hr after birth, respectively; p = 0.011; Fig-

ure 3J). Collectively, these data suggest that the shift to a slow

replicative rate by DJ� cells reflects a transition between two

metabolic states rather than entry into senescence.

The Decline in DJ Is Age-Independent
The hypothesis that DJ is linked to the transition to senescence

assumes that loss of DJ is an age-dependent process. This de-

rives from the observations that old (but not young) mothers

generate a high proportion of petite daughters (Veatch et al.,

2009) and that aging mothers show reduced mitochondrial

membrane potential (Hughes and Gottschling, 2012). However,
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we noted that the time between the onset of loss of DJ and

the appearance of the slow-growth phenotype was on average

larger than 13 hr (see Figure 3G). Thus, the physiological con-

sequences of the decline inDJwere not detected until long after

its onset, which could have resulted in the interpretation that loss

of DJ occurs only in old mother cells. Therefore, we sought to

determine whether the onset of loss of DJ was age-dependent

or occurred in a spontaneous and age-independent manner.

For this, we used a computational analysis to compare the

experimental distribution of the time at which DJ began to

decline in the population of mother cells with two models in

which the loss of DJ is hypothesized to be age-independent

or age-dependent. We assumed that the probability of cell death

per generation for a cell of replicative age n, referred to as q(n),

increased quadratically with n: q(n) = q0 3 n2 (where q0 is a con-

stant; Figure 4A), as proposed previously (Gillespie et al., 2004).

Because the RLS of DJ+ and DJ� cells were identical (Fig-

ure S8), we used the same value of q0 for both cell types. We

implemented a stochastic simulation of a lifespan assay accord-

ing to this set of rules in MATLAB (Supplemental Experimental
ports 5, 1589–1599, December 26, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1593



Figure 4. Age-Independent Decline in Mitochondrial Membrane Function in Aging Mother Cells

(A) Model for the transition from the DJ+ state (blue cells) to a state in which DJ starts declining (red cells) in cells of replicative age n. The probability of dying

(gray cells) at each generation n is set by q(n). We define p as the probability of undergoing the transition to the onset of loss of DJ.

(B) Numerical simulation of the RLS of mother cells, assuming a quadratic increase of q with n: q = q0 n
2. Each dashed colored line corresponds to the value of q0

as shown. The black line represents the experimentally obtained data.

(C) Cumulative probability of loss ofDJ from numerical simulations corresponding to the model described in (A) (colored lines) compared with the experimentally

determined timing of the onset of DJ decline (solid black line). Dashed colored lines correspond to the indicated p values (assuming p is constant), and the solid

colored lines correspond to a model in which p is age-dependent (i.e., p is proportional to q).

(D) Experimental cumulative probability of onset of DJ decline (orange line) and onset of the growth defect (blue line).
Procedures) and found that the quadratic model for cell mortality

fitted the experimental RLS curve very accurately, yielding a best

fit for q0 of 3 3 10�4 (Figure 4B).

For the age-independent model, we assumed that the onset of

loss of DJ occurred randomly according to a constant probabil-

ity per generation p. Using values of p from 0.02 to 0.04, we

obtained a reasonable agreement between the simulation and

the cumulative probability of maintaining high DJ as a function

of age (Figure 4C, dashed lines). The experimental distribution

was obtained by measuring the timing of the onset of loss of

DJ using the fitting procedure described in Figure 3C. In partic-

ular, it is striking that this model could semiquantitatively explain

both the timescale associated with the loss of DJ (experimen-

tally determined to be 5.6 ± 1.3 hr, corresponding to approxi-

mately four generations; in the simulation, �50% of the cells

that ultimately became DJ� have done so after six generations)

and the fraction of DJ� cells in the population of aging mothers

(experimentally determined to be 30% ± 10%; in the simulation,

�40% using p = 0.03) using a single free parameter.

For the age-dependent model, we assumed that the probabil-

ity p of switching to a state in which DJ declines was propor-

tional to q(n): p(n) = a q(n), where a is a constant. This model

appeared to be incompatible with the observations, regardless

of the value of a: indeed, the model could not accommodate

either the short timescale decay of the experimental data or

the high fraction of DJ+ cells that remained in the population

at the end of the lifespan (Figure 4C, solid lines).

The finding that the onset of loss of DJ appeared to follow

Poisson statistics was not inconsistent with the late occurrence

of petite daughters observed in old mothers (Veatch et al., 2009).

Indeed, because the decline of DJ occurs over �10 hr (Fig-

ure 3G), the growth defect (used to assess petiteness) appeared

long after the onset of the decline in DJ (Figure 4D).

This quantitative analysis therefore suggested that the DJ�
phenotype appears stochastically in the population of aging

mothers, with a constant age-independent probability p � 0.03

per generation. To probe this further, we compared this p value

with the probability of spontaneous formation of petite colonies
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in bulk cultures. We performed standard plating assays to

measure the fraction R of petite colonies in the same strain as

used in the microfluidics assay. The probability of petite forma-

tion can be deduced from R and the specific growth rates of

wild-type and petite cells (see the Supplemental Information),

which we measured using standard turbidity measurements.

The fraction R measured (33.5% ± 1%; Table S1) gave p =

0.051 ± 0.001, which is clearly in the same range as the value

obtained in the microfluidics lifespan assay. We conclude that

the loss of DJ in a fraction of aging mothers is very likely to orig-

inate from the spontaneous loss or mutation of mtDNA and is

therefore not a hallmark of aging.

The Decline in DJ Is Incompatible with Daughter Cell
Rejuvenation
An essential feature of yeast aging is the ability of daughters of

aged mothers to recover a full lifespan potential, that is, to

undergo rejuvenation. This striking property was first character-

ized by measuring the mean generation time of daughters born

from mothers of varying ages (Egilmez and Jazwinski, 1989).

We investigated the inheritance of theDJ� phenotype in daugh-

ters of aging mothers and directly monitored the rejuvenation

process using the CLiC device, which allowed us to track the

fate of daughters in the trapping area over approximately two

to three generations.

Importantly, we found that the decline in preCox4-mCherry

fluorescence in DJ� mothers was transmitted to their suc-

cessive buds (Figures 5A and 5B), suggesting that the loss of

respiration was fully inherited by the daughters. We also

measured the cell cycle duration of the individual progeny and

found that the entire progeny of slowly dividing DJ� mother

cells displayed a slow-growth phenotype (monitored over

>40 hr; Figure 5C; Movie S4). This observation is reminiscent

of the ‘‘clonal senescence’’ described earlier in yeast (Lai et al.,

2002). In striking contrast, daughters of post-SEP DJ+ mothers

eventually gave rise to progeny with rapid cell division, indicating

that rejuvenation of this lineage occurred even after the SEP

(Figure 5D; Movie S5).
hors



Figure 5. Inheritance of Mitochondrial Markers and Daughter Cell Rejuvenation

(A) Time-lapse sequence of phase contrast and fluorescence images showing the decay of the mitochondrial preCox4-mCherry signal in mother (M) and its

successive bud (B). The white and yellow lines indicate the cell and mitochondrial contours, respectively. The scale bar represents 4 mm.

(B) preCox4-mCherry signals in bud versus mother upon cell division. The scatter plot (black dots) pools all the data obtained from DJ� cells (n = 365 division

events). The red line shows the decrease in preCox4-mCherry fluorescence for one specific mother cell. The blue dashed line is a fit to the scatter plot (B = 1.06

[±0.05] M + 3.6 [± 4]), showing equal distribution of fluorescence between the mother and bud.

(C and D) Sample pedigrees of single DJ� (C) and DJ+ (D) cells, showing the successive divisions of its progeny. Color coding represents the division time.

(E) Rejuvenation index based on the behavior of daughters of post-SEP DJ+ and DJ� mother cells.
We defined a rejuvenation index as the fraction of post-SEP

DJ+ or postcrisis DJ� mothers that generated a progeny

with normal cell-cycle durations. Using this definition, the rejuve-

nation index of DJ� and DJ+ cells was measured to be 0 and

0.74, respectively (n = 77; Figure 5E). This quantification thus

confirmed that the loss of DJ led to an irreversible phenotype

that was inconsistent with daughter cell rejuvenation. Therefore,

these results further suggested that DJ loss should not be

regarded as part of the mechanism leading to the entry into

cellular senescence, as proposed earlier (Veatch et al., 2009;

Hughes and Gottschling, 2012).

Interestingly, our analysis revealed that scoring the clonal

replicative slowdown of the progeny of an aging mother was a

reliable method of determining whether this cell had transitioned

to the DJ� state, regardless of preCox4-mCherry marker mea-

surements. We used this tight correlation to assess the fraction

of DJ� cells in other strain backgrounds. S288C-related strains

have been shown to display a very high (yet variable) level of

petite cells compared with W303 or natural strains (Dimitrov

et al., 2009). Indeed, in replicative aging assays, we found that

only 9% of W303 cells were DJ� cells, which is much lower

than in a S288C background and in good agreement with plating

assays (Table S1). Thus, the large fraction of cells that undergo a
Cell Re
transition to a DJ� phenotype during their lifespan is somewhat

specific to the S288C background.

Budding Is Accompanied by Dynamic Mitochondrial
Fusion in Aging Mothers
Our finding that the loss of DJ is age-independent does not

preclude the involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in the

aging process. Indeed, it has been proposed that asymmetrical

segregation of damaged mitochondria could be a mechanism

for the rejuvenation of daughter cells (Seo et al., 2010; McFa-

line-Figueroa et al., 2011). During our mitochondrial marker

experiments, we noted that Tom70-GFP fluorescence was

dramatically increased in post-SEPmothers (Figure 3); therefore,

we askedwhether this high fluorescence level was transmitted to

the progeny. Whereas the fluorescence level was identical in

pre-SEP mothers and their buds, it remained much higher in

post-SEP mothers than in their buds (Figure 6A). This phenome-

non was observed in both DJ� and DJ+ cells, demonstrating

that it was independent of DJ.

Analysis of single-cell images revealed that small-budded

cells contained very bright clusters of mitochondria that disap-

peared upon cell division (Figure 6B; Movie S6). Indeed, quanti-

fication of the mean mitochondrial Tom70-GFP signal revealed
ports 5, 1589–1599, December 26, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1595



Figure 6. Inheritance of Mitochondrial

Markers and Rejuvenation in DJ� and

DJ+ Cells

(A) Mitochondrial Tom70-GFP signal in bud versus

mother upon cell division. The scatter plots pool all

the data obtained from DJ� (black) and DJ+ (red)

cells. The green line shows the signal trajectory for

a specific cell. The dashed line indicates the diag-

onal, and the shaded area roughly indicates the

data corresponding to post-SEP mother cells.

(B) Time-lapse sequence of phase contrast and

Tom70-GFP fluorescence images at the indicated

times, highlighting the oscillations in the mito-

chondrial Tom70-GFP level in a post-SEP mother

cell. The scale bar represents 4 mm.

(C) Quantification of mitochondrial Tom70-GFP

level, mitochondrial area, and the overall shape

index (defined as the area divided by the square of

the perimeter) for the cell displayed in (B). Inset

shows the fraction of cells displaying oscillatory

behavior in mitochondrial fusion/fission.
that this phenomenon occurred in phase with the cell cycle (Fig-

ure 6C) andwas in part due to the decrease in total mitochondrial

area and overall rounding of its shape. We found that �60% of

cells exhibited this unexpected cycling behavior of mitochondria

fusion/fission after the SEP. These results thus revealed an unex-

pected feature of mitochondrial dynamics triggered by the SEP.

We speculate that the transient formation of mitochondrial clus-

ters upon budding might impair their transmission and thus pro-

tect the daughter cells from importing damaged mitochondria,

as previously described (McFaline-Figueroa et al., 2011).
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DISCUSSION

Quantitative Real-Time Imaging of
Single Yeast Cells Reveals an
Unexpectedly Abrupt Entry into
Senescence
In this study, we described a microfluidic

device that allowed us to quantitatively

assess both the transition to senescence

and the decline in DJ in individual yeast

cells. The device design allowed us to

start our assays with unstressed virgin

cells and to monitor cellular processes

with an unmatched temporal resolution

(Lee et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Zhang

et al., 2012). Using this methodology, we

discovered that aging yeast cells undergo

a sharp transition from fast to slow growth

that occurs within three division cycles. It

seems likely that this remarkably abrupt

entry into senescence could not be de-

tected in experiments in which single-

cell data were pooled (Egilmez and

Jazwinski, 1989) or in which variability in

cell fate was not fully taken into account

(Lee et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Zhang

et al., 2012). Indeed, we confirmed that
pooling of the data masks the distinct replicative characteristics

of pre-SEP and post-SEP cells, thus artificially smoothing the

transition to senescence.

Our quantitative analysis of pre- and post-SEP cell division

sheds light on the replicative senescence state. First, we found

that post-SEP cells exhibit a loss of cell-cycle control, as illus-

trated by the large increase in CV of cell-cycle duration following

the SEP. This is a clear hallmark of senescence, although further

studies will be necessary to identify the molecular mechanisms

leading to the loss of cell-cycle control and ultimately to division



arrest (Delaney et al., 2013). Second, the apparent switch-like

transition in cellular physiology challenges the widely accepted

idea that cellular aging is a gradual process. However, a sharp

SEP does not preclude the involvement of progressively accu-

mulated damaged cellular components, as proposed long ago

(Egilmez and Jazwinski, 1989). Indeed, it is possible that the

SEP is triggered once deleterious factors reach a critical level;

if so, the sharp entry into a slow replicative mode would actually

highlight the remarkable buffering capabilities of the cell-cycle

machinery against cellular damage.

Loss ofDJ Is Age-Independent and Is Incompatible with
Daughter Cell Rejuvenation
The possible role of age-dependent mitochondrial dysfunction

in the transition to replicative senescence was observed in a

study of aging mother cells that gave rise to slow-growing petite

daughters (Veatch et al., 2009) and was supported by further

work showing direct evidence for the loss ofDJ in agingmothers

(Hughes and Gottschling, 2012). Consistent with these findings,

we identified a fraction of cells (�30%) that showed a progres-

sive loss in DJ during the transition to senescence. However,

the vast majority of cells maintained normal DJ throughout

their lifespan and both DJ� and DJ+ cells apparently passed

through the SEP. Further statistical analysis of the onset of

loss of DJ in aging mothers supported a model in which the

transition to a nonrespiring state was a spontaneous and age-

independent event and was incompatible with an age-

dependent model, as assumed by Veatch et al. This result was

reinforced by the fact that the probability per generation of

randomly transitioning to a nonrespiring state, as deduced

from our single-cell experiments, was comparable to the proba-

bility measured from petite formation assays in bulk.

Our quantitation of mother-daughter inheritance of the DJ�
phenotype in individual cells allowed us to establish a direct

link between the observed loss of DJ in aging mothers (Hughes

and Gottschling, 2012) and the high frequency of the petite

phenotype in daughters of old mothers (Veatch et al., 2009).

We found that the decline in DJ was both irreversible and heri-

table and resulted in a clonal lengthening of the cell cycle in the

entire progeny of individual DJ� mothers (Lai et al., 2002). This

phenomenon could be interpreted as the mother cells reaching a

point of no return, beyond which rejuvenation is impaired. How-

ever, this view is challenged by corresponding measurements

showing that the vast majority of aging DJ+ mothers give birth

to a rejuvenated lineage, even after they have passed the SEP.

Interestingly, this latter observation suggests that the putative

asymmetrical segregation of deleterious factors is not

completely abolished in post-SEP mothers. Therefore, whereas

the SEP is an irreversible hallmark of aging for mother cells,

further investigation will be necessary to decipher the rules that

limit the recovery of replicative potential in daughters of very

old mothers.

Two factors in particular may explain the divergent conclu-

sions of our study and that of Veatch et al. (2009) regarding the

association between loss of DJ and senescence. One is the

large variability in the incidence of the petite phenotype across

the different yeast strains. Other studies in the same laboratory

reported proportions of nonrespiring cells ranging from �30%
Cell Re
(Lindstrom et al., 2011) to �95% (Veatch et al., 2009; Hughes

and Gottschling, 2012) in the S288C background, which was

proposed to originate from variations in genes controlling the

maintenance of mtDNA (Dimitrov et al., 2009; Hess et al., 2009;

Lindstrom et al., 2011). We confirmed that the S288C back-

ground has an unusually high (and variable, see Table S2) inci-

dence of petite cells compared with other lab (W303) or natural

(RM11) strain backgrounds (Dimitrov et al., 2009; Hess et al.,

2009). This suggests that the association between loss of DJ

and replicative aging proposed by Veatch et al. may be tied to

the unusually high petite formation rate in the strain used.

Interestingly, two recent studies showed an unexplained

bimodality in the morphology and expression of stress markers

of aging mother cells in microfluidics-based RLS assays using

S288C strains (Lee et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012). We hypothesize

that this observation could reflect a heterogeneous mixture of

respiring and nonrespiring cells. In addition, even though both

cell types display the same lifespan in a wild-type strain (Kaeber-

lein and Kennedy, 2005; Heeren et al., 2009), one should pay

attention to how much of the extension of lifespan observed in

some longevity mutants is due to the presence of petite cells

when using the widely studied S288C background (i.e., poten-

tially misleading genetic interactions).

Second, our results highlight the fact that an age-independent

event (i.e., that follows Poisson statistics) may be perceived as

age-dependent if the time between the event and readout is

protracted. For instance, statistical analysis of cell-cycle dura-

tion revealed that the growth defect occurs only in old mothers

and thus appears to be age-dependent, but the putative trig-

gering event—the onset of the decline in DJ—occurs at a

constant rate per generation (Figure 4D). This nonintuitive and

misleading kinetic effect presumably underlies the assumption

that the occurrence of petite daughters is age-dependent in

Veatch et al. (2009).

Interestingly, this argument has unexpected implications for

deciphering the causality of events during the transition to

senescence. In theory, one cannot exclude that cellular aging

originates from spontaneously arising events, the frequency of

which is not enhanced by cellular age, but which initiate a tem-

porally controlled cascade of events leading to cell death. The

large cell-to-cell variability in the lifespan (CV = 0.45; data not

shown) is likely to reflect the role played by these stochastic

processes in the control of longevity (Elowitz et al., 2002; Gandhi

et al., 2011).

The Relationship between Mitochondrial Function,
Senescence, and Daughter Cell Rejuvenation
Although our results argue against a role for loss of DJ in the

entry into senescence, they do not contradict the link between

loss of DJ and increased loss of heterozygosity (LOH) (Veatch

et al., 2009). LOH has been reported to occur through a different

mechanism in respiring aging cells (Lindstrom et al., 2011),

which, in the light of our results, appears to confirm that

increased genomic instability is a hallmark of aging in yeast

(McMurray and Gottschling, 2003), independently of the respira-

tion status.

Recently, Hughes and Gottschling (2012) found that over-

expression of genes that promote vacuolar acidity delayed the
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onset of loss of DJ and extended longevity. Because these

genes were known regulators of mitochondrial function (Dimmer

et al., 2002), it is likely that their overexpression in a strain with a

high frequency of nonrespiring cells may have reduced the rate

of petite formation, a scenario that is compatible with our model.

Our study reveals insights into mitochondrial dynamics in

aging cells. We found that mitochondrial markers increased

significantly in post-SEP cells and that large mitochondrial

clusters (Scheckhuber et al., 2007) present in post-SEP small-

budded cells disappeared at cell division. As a consequence,

daughters of post-SEP mother cells inherited fewer mitochon-

dria. Mitochondrial clustering was manifest in both respiring

and nonrespiring post-SEP cells, suggesting that the event is

unrelated to the loss of DJ (Seo et al., 2010). Notably, the mito-

chondrial clusters were not observed in pre-SEP mothers,

indicating that it is a consequence rather than a cause of the

transition to senescence. We speculate that the transient forma-

tion of mitochondrial clusters upon budding might impair their

transmission and thus protect the daughter cells from importing

damaged mitochondria, as previously described (McFaline-

Figueroa et al., 2011, Dalton and Carroll, 2013).

CONCLUSION

Our study introduces a microscopy-based methodology to track

the fate of single yeast cells from birth to death. Our results

emphasize the unique ability of single-cell analysis to monitor

and decipher the complex biological processes associated

with replicative aging. We characterized in detail the dynamics

of the transition to cellular senescence and challenged a well-

established model in which the loss of membrane potential

appeared to be a key aspect of the transition to senescence.

Our analysis also raises several fundamental questions: what

are the mechanisms leading to cell-cycle slowdown and the

SEP? How is the scenario proposed here influenced by specific

longevity mutations? Further work combining our methodology

with classical genetic studies will undoubtedly help to answer

these questions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Strains and Plasmids

All strains used in this study are congenic to S288C, unless specified. Addi-

tional details can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Microfluidics

The microfluidic master was made using standard soft lithography techniques

with SU-8 photoresist and custom polymer masks (Selba). Microchannels

were cast by curing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) and covalently

binding the PDMS to a coverslip with a plasma cleaner (Diener). See the Sup-

plemental Experimental Procedures for the detailed protocol.

Time-Lapse Microscopy

Cells were grown overnight, transferred to freshmedium the next morning, and

allowed to grow to log phase until transfer to the microfluidic device in the

afternoon. During the experiments, synthetic complete medium with 2%

glucose (SCD) was continuously perfused through the device using a peri-

staltic pump (Ismatec; flow rate: 25 ml/min). Images were acquired every

10 min using a wide-field motorized epifluorescence microscope. See the

Supplemental Experimental Procedures for the detailed protocol.
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Raw images were processed using custom software, termed phyloCell, using

MATLAB and the image-processing toolbox. This software is freely available

upon request. See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a detailed

description of the image processing and quantification pipeline.

Petite Colony-Plating Assay

Cells were grown overnight in liquid YPD media and the next morning were

plated on yeast extract peptone ethanol containing 2% glycerol and 0.1%

glucose to monitor the formation of petite colonies, according to standard

techniques. After 2 days of growth, the fraction of petiteswas scored by count-

ing 200 cells from a triplicate experiment. The probability of petite formation

per generation was calculated as described in the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures.

Mathematical Model for Petite Formation in Aging Cells

See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for the detailedmodel used to

fit the experimental distribution of petite emergence in aging cells.

Replicative Aging Assay with Microdissection

RLS assays were performed on plates as previously described (Kennedy et al.,

1994), using a solid synthetic medium to match the conditions used in the

microfluidics experiments.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

nine figures, two tables, and six movies and can be found with this article

online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2013.11.013.
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